
▪ As for THoR, the correlations between players vary from 0.1 to 0.4.
▪ The difference of correlation between the original RAPM and D-WRAP-M

is less than 0.1.
▪ As for Fenwick, the correlations between players vary from 0.4 to 0.6.
▪ The difference of correlation between the original RAPM and D-WRAP-M

is less than 0.05
▪ Assigning a and b values did not have much impact on the correlation.
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Background

• Evaluating players usually relies on game statistics. For instance, a better player
score and assist more and make a number of intercepts.

• However, misleading method in interactive sports where every member of a
team moves simultaneously and interact frequently.

• Generally, resolved by Plus-Minus: assign +1/0/-1 to represent players during
each play.

Goal

• Extend the idea of Plus – Minus by assigning different values for two-way THoR
design matrix according to the location of the events and the positions of the
players.

• Allow forward players more impact in offensive zone as well as allowing
defence players more impact in defensive zone.

• Take THoR(NP20) and Fenwick(1/-1) as responses
• Use ridge regression and alter lambda values to increase the accuracy and

estimate model parameters.
• Consider the performance via mean squared error( ො𝜎𝜀), Predicted Root Squared

Error( 𝜎𝜀), and the correlation between players’ coefficients.

Introduction / Abstract

Extending the idea for Plus – Minus, we manipulate what is assigned to
players according to their positions and the location of the events. As given
below, we change -1/0/+1 to signed measure of distance from an event. We
assess the model with different combinations of a and b to find the best fitting
model.

𝑔𝑖𝑗 =

𝛾𝑖𝑗 = 𝑎, if player 𝑖 of 𝑇𝑖 = 𝑂𝑓𝑓 is on the home team, on the ice for event 𝑗 and 𝑆𝑗 = 𝑇𝑖
𝛾𝑖𝑗 = 5 − 2𝑏 /3, if player 𝑖 of 𝑇𝑖 = 𝑂𝑓𝑓 is on the home team, on the ice for event 𝑗 and 𝑆𝑗 ≠ 𝑇𝑖
0, if player 𝑖 is not on the ice for event 𝑗
𝛾𝑖𝑗 = 𝑏, if player 𝑖 of 𝑇𝑖 = 𝐷𝑒𝑓 is on the home team, on the ice for event 𝑗 and 𝑆𝑗 = 𝑇𝑖
𝛾𝑖𝑗 = (5 − 3𝑎)/2, if player 𝑖 of 𝑇𝑖 = 𝐷𝑒𝑓 is on the home team, on the ice for event 𝑗 and 𝑆𝑗 ≠ 𝑇𝑖

𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒 = 𝑏0 + 𝑏1𝑔1 + 𝑏2𝑔2 + … + 𝑏𝐾𝑔𝐾 +𝑔𝑖1 +⋯+ 𝑔𝑖𝐾 + 𝑒

where bk indicates the effect of player k and gk indicates the presence as well as 
the weighted performance of player k. 𝑇𝑖 indicates the position of a player 𝑖 and 
𝑆𝑗 indicates the location of an event 𝑗. Small weighted value of 𝑔 indicates 

greater impact.

Model Building Factors (Other / Covariates)

• The model also includes Home ice effect, rink, goalies, where a shift starts, 
score differential, score differential in the 3rd period

• Players are not weighted when the event is in neutral zone
• Responses considered: Indicator of Unblocked Shot Attempted (Fenwick), Net 

Goal Probability (THoR)
• Values considered: a, b ∈ {0.7, 0.9, 0.95, 0.97, 1, 1.2}
• Seasons: 2013-2014 to 2017-2018

(1230+ games each season, 200,000 plays at even strength, 1000 players)
• Shrinkage Lambda Value considered: λ – 400, 600

Predicted Root Mean Squared Error

Root Mean Squared Error

Correlation between Players

Method to Assess the Model

Plus – Minus (RAPM) 

Design weighted Regression Adjusted Plus – Minus 
(D-WRAP-M)

Assessments
• Assigning a and b did not show any improvement in outcome compared to 

original Plus – Minus.
• The ratio of Root Mean Squared Error between original RAPM and D-WRAP-M is 

extremely close to 1, which indicates that there is no significant difference.
• Similarly, the ratio of Predicted Root Mean Squared Error is close to 1, again 

showing not much improvement.
• Lastly, the slight shift of correlation between players shows the same result.

• The original plus – minus performs as well as D-WRAP-M.
• Worth considering applying to other sports such as soccer and football.
• Tracking data may allow for better value of 𝑔𝑖𝑘 and yield better performance.

Conclusion
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1. Root Mean Squared Error:ෝ𝜎𝑒
• Construct D-WRAP-M model.
• With the model, assess prediction accuracy of the response within sample.

2. Predicted Root Mean Squared Error: 𝜎𝑒
• Split the season into half: The first and second half. 
• Construct D-WRAP-M model with the first half.
• Apply the model to the second half to predict the response out-of-sample.

3. Correlation of players’ coefficients throughout Seasons.
• Construct D-WRAP-M model and compute the players’ coefficients
• Check the correlation of players’ evaluation between Year 𝑇 and Year 𝑇 + 1 to 

see if the model is consistent throughout the seasons. (𝑇 =
{2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017}

• Plus – Minus constructs a model according to player’s presence. 
• RAPM was first publicly introduced by Rosenbaum for basketball though he 

suggests that Sagarin and Winston had already developed a similar system. 
Rosenbaum used a formulation where a single parameter is used to assess the 
impact of a player. 

𝑥𝑖𝑗 = ቐ

−1, if player 𝑗 is on the ice for the Away team for event 𝑖
0, if player j is not on the ice for event 𝑖, and
+1, if player 𝑗 is on the ice for the Home team for event 𝑖

𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒 = 𝑏0 + 𝑏1𝑥1 + 𝑏2𝑥2 + … + 𝑏𝐾𝑥𝐾 + 𝑥𝑖1 +⋯+ 𝑥𝑖𝐾 + 𝑒

where bk indicates the impact of player k ∈ {1,…𝐾} and Xk indicates the presence 
of player k.


